
Saint Anthony’s Convent Recife

• Observations on the architecture of the cloister in 

relation to the restoration and protection of the 

seventeenth century Dutch tiles.
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2 restorers: Perside Omena Ribeiro (Brazil) and Kate 
van Lookeren Campagne (Holland)



Kate van Lookeren Campagne and Agnaldo Silva do 
Nascimento, assistant, in the festively decorated convent 

for Saint John (23 and 24 of June)



I. Pavement II. Pillars III. Arches IV. Architrave 

V. Balcony  VI. Roof 



Lime-sandstone

• The convent is primarily built of lime-sandstone. 

• This material degrades in humid environments.

• There is evidence that the sand has in some places deposited 
on the tile surface, giving the tiles a discoloured appearance. 

See next picture >



> Horseman, tile Recife. 

kvcl 2010



1. Pavement removed: unexpectedly, lower 
series of a red brick level showed up



• The pavement as a 
whole, cement as well as 
bricks, will be removed.

• Drain tubes will be 
repaired. 

• The cloister garden will 
be restored, and the 
pavement will be 
changed by soil, gravel 
and flower beds.



The Franciscan cloister-gardens have the same 
traditional concept.

N.S. das Neves, Olinda, Pe



Cloistergarden of the actual Museu da Arte Sacra, annex 
to the Igreja São Francisco, church  of the Convento do 

Sto. Antônio



Convento de 
Santo Antônio de Igarassú, Pe



São Miguel, Ipojuca, Pe



Santo Antônio do Recife. On the right the desalination 
installation for the Portuguese tiles.



II. The columns show the effects of high humidity, a 
high level of ground water and poor maintenance of the 

stone elements.                     kvcl 2010



I. II. The damage of the pillars will be stopped when the 
drain tubes in the cloister garden regain their function





allright          wrong



III. Humidity crawls up from the pillars onto the 
arches …and trickles from the Balcony at high



Arch with former cement reparations



One of the best preserved arches, corner W / N



III. Arch, V. Balcony and VI. Roof  corner E / S



II.Pillars, III. Arches, IV. Architrave, V. Balcony and VI. 
Roof   N



Poor state of grouting

• A greater problem for the 
tiles is the poor state of the 
grouting in the stone façade 

• The many gaps in the stone 
in combination with the 
regular watering of plants 
could be a significant 
source of nitrate 
contamination.

– kvcl 2010



IV. Balcony with watering damage on the façade.



III, IV and V. Humidity from the higher balcony sipping 
down over the tiles to the arches



Architrave and balcony, corner S – W



V. Balcony East wall



Balcony E / S



VI. Roof too short?



VI. Roof N / E too short ?

• It is not clear in how far 
wind blowing the rain 
against the tiles is a 
serious problem.



Rain : Salt

• It is also not clear in how far the rain contains 
salts. One could expect some contamination 
with chlorides in the form of aerosol transport.

• Considering the relative humidity is variable 
around 75%, one would expect greater salt 
damage from chlorides than is now visible. 



Conclusions

• The inside wall of the 
of the balcony is in a 
poor state with cracks 
that appear to access 
directly to the tiles.

• It appears that the 
upper balcony 
sometimes floods 
which would mean 
that large quantities of 
water soak directly 
behind the tiles.



Recommendations

Further research is 
necessary to see if 
greater protection 
from the rain is 
necessary and 
possible. This must 
be seriously 
considered, but does 
not have the urgency 
of the conservation of 
the tiles.

• The lost grout in the 
stone balustrade must 
be correctly restored 
in order to remove the 
problem of water and 
salt transport into the 
tiles. 



• The problem of the 
overflow of nitrate-
saturated water from 
the plant pots onto 
and behind the tiles 
has to be addressed.

•Corner N / E



Damaged tile location just under the watered plants

kvcl



• It is important the roof 
maintenance is kept up 
to date and water 
transport carefully 
assessed.

Roof problems


